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Parsing Paraphrasing: Classroom Exercise 

 

 

Original Source: "Humanics"  

 

Economists say the United States has lost about five million manufacturing jobs since 

2000, twice the losses of the 1980s and ’90s, as offshoring and machines have taken over 

routine labor. Meanwhile the economy has added tens of millions of service jobs, which 

require higher levels of education. But white-collar jobs are hardly safe, as artificial 

intelligence could oust workers from fields as diverse as radiology, accounting, and 

insurance. We face a churning, unstable labor market, in which everyone is vulnerable to 

replacement by a robot. 

 

Joseph E. Aoun, a theoretical linguist by training, is an advocate of Northeastern 

University’s co-op model of education, with students working in real-world jobs related to 

their studies. Students need training in "humanics": a mixture of data science, technology, 

the liberal arts, and empathy, he believes. Colleges should take a broader lens on 

disciplines, helping students connect disparate issues. Those lessons come best outside 

the cloister of the classroom, in messy yet engaging real-world environments:  

 

We should embrace experiential education, because it is a humbling experience. It 

leads us to be in tune with the reality, the changes, and the opportunities that exist. 

We run the risk of becoming like the railway industry, which said, We are focusing 

on railway transportation—and they missed the airline revolution. Companies are 

starting universities. Why are they doing that? Because we are not meeting their 

needs.  

  

If you look at your job as a 9-to-5 job, it means that you are not passionate. You are 

not excited about your job, but you are doing it because you have to. Those jobs are 

subject to automation. Everything that can be turned into a process is going to 

disappear.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This excerpt is based on an interview of Joseph E. Aoun conducted by Scott Carlson: Carlson, S. (2017, November 
20). How real-world learning could help people compete with machines. The Chronicle of Higher Education.  
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"Humanics"— Original with Highlighted Main Ideas 

 

Economists say the United States has lost about five million manufacturing jobs since 2000, 

twice the losses of the 1980s and ’90s, as offshoring and machines have taken over routine 

labor. Meanwhile the economy has added tens of millions of service jobs, which require 

higher levels of education. But white-collar jobs are hardly safe, as artificial intelligence 

could oust workers from fields as diverse as radiology, accounting, and insurance. We face 

a churning, unstable labor market, in which everyone is vulnerable to replacement by a 

robot. 

 

Joseph E. Aoun, a theoretical linguist by training, is an advocate of Northeastern 

University’s co-op model of education, with students working in real-world jobs related to 

their studies. Students need training in "humanics": a mixture of data science, technology, 

the liberal arts, and empathy, he believes. Colleges should take a broader lens on 

disciplines, helping students connect disparate issues. Those lessons come best outside the 

cloister of the classroom, in messy yet engaging real-world environments:  

 

We should embrace experiential education, because it is a humbling experience. It 

leads us to be in tune with the reality, the changes, and the opportunities that exist. 

We run the risk of becoming like the railway industry, which said, We are focusing 

on railway transportation—and they missed the airline revolution. Companies are 

starting universities. Why are they doing that? Because we are not meeting their 

needs.  

  

If you look at your job as a 9-to-5 job, it means that you are not passionate. You are 

not excited about your job, but you are doing it because you have to. Those jobs are 

subject to automation. Everything that can be turned into a process is going to 

disappear.  
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"Humanics"— Poorly Paraphrased/Plagiarized Version  

 

Workers in jobs requiring education, in fields such as radiology, accounting, and insurance, 

could be displaced by artificial intelligence. The labor market is in flux and unstable; 

everyone could be replaced by a robot. This is why Joseph E. Aoun, a theoretical linguist, 

embraces Northeastern University's co-op model of education, with students working in 

real-world jobs relevant to their studies. Students must be trained in "humanics"—a blend 

of data science, technology, the liberal arts, and empathy, he argues. Experiential learning is 

a humbling experience but it leads us to align with reality, changes, and opportunities. 

Because the current educational system does not meet their needs, some companies are 

starting universities. Tomorrow's workers must be passionate or they are subject to 

automation. Every job that can be turned into a process will disappear.  
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"Humanics"—Competent Paraphrasing 

 

Joseph E. Aoun, a theoretical linguist at Northeastern University, believes that students 

need to learn in realistic, relevant workplace settings to be competitive in a world that will 

see automation even in white-collar industries, for example, accounting or insurance. Any 

jobs that can be streamlined will be replaced by artificial intelligence in a fast changing, 

unpredictable labor market. Employers criticize the traditional educational system for not 

preparing graduates for the workplace of the future; therefore, some have started their 

own universities. Aoun calls for a broad experiential approach he calls "humanics," 

encompassing data science, technology, the liberal arts, and empathy. He says that future-

proof workers need to be enthusiastic, creative, and multi-faceted.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


